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Learn How to Choose an Exercise Bike
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Cardiovascular training can be a fun and exciting approach to get your body moving while exercising.
But, every now and then, nothing beats the magnificent indoors.
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An exercise bike can meet both requirements, allowing you to get a good workout in the comfort of
your own home.
Exercise bikes are classified into three types: upright, recumbent, and indoor cycling. Each provides a
variety of benefits and training benefits based on your objectives. Choosing the correct style for you
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should be your first step in getting the most out of your next workout.

EXERCISE BIKE UPRIGHT
This type of exercise bike keeps you in a traditional riding position. There is no back support because
they have a conventional bike seat. Upright exercise bikes have handles and front displays and are
solely intended for sitting cycling. These bikes are ideal for people who desire a comfortable workout
but do not require a bike for high-intensity training.
If you think an upright exercise bike would help you reach your goals, seek for bikes with clear, easy-toread displays. Check to see if your bike can track resistance, speed, time, distance, and calories
burned. Furthermore, certain models may contain built-in routines to keep your workouts fresh and
varied.
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A heart-rate monitor is another item to look for in an upright workout bike.
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“The goal of cardiovascular workout in general is to improve your heart health,” adds Provenzano.
“Because your heart rate rises significantly when you do certain workouts, many models contain this
technology so you can measure your heart rate and ensure it isn’t rising to unsafe levels.”
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Contact monitors are a common option for heart-rate monitoring. This touch-activated technology is
commonly seen in handlebars. Some upright exercise bikes even include chest strap heart monitors for
a more accurate measurement.

BIKE RECUMBENT
Recumbent bikes, as opposed to traditional pedaling styles, seat you in a reclined posture in a larger,
more comfortable seat. The pedals are in front, which can help you distribute your bodyweight more
evenly. Recumbent bikes are therefore an excellent choice for persons who have back problems, joint
problems, or pre-existing ailments.
Recumbent bikes have handlebars on both the front display and the sides of the seat. Look for the
same characteristics in a recumbent bike that you would in an upright: a clear display with the desired
measurements, built-in workout programs, adjustable sitting, and some sort of heart-rate monitoring.
Buyers of recumbent bikes should additionally examine the machine’s proportions. Recumbents might
take up more floor space than other bike options due to their reclined position and broader stance.

CYCLING BIKE INDOOR
Indoor cycling bikes have fewer features but provide a more realistic experience than outdoor cycling.
“When you think about the outdoor cycling experience, you’re not going to have all of these added
features,” Provenzano explains.
These machines, designed for riders to sit and stand, may simulate vertical climbing and other riding
actions. Indoor riding cycles are ideal for high-intensity interval training and challenging fat-burning
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routines. This bike is very popular in fitness groups and spinning programs.
To optimize comfort, look for indoor cycling versions with adjustable seating and handlebars. Some
models have displays that show RPM, Kcal, time, distance, and speed, but no workout routines.
Above all, resistance is the most important characteristic to be aware of in an indoor cycle. Make sure
the resistance provided is easily adjustable and comes in a variety of levels. Magnetic resistance
systems can be extremely long-lasting and extremely silent. For resistance, indoor cycling bikes can
also use belt- and chain-drive mechanisms.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
There are several luxuries available to make your training as comfortable as possible. Water bottle
holders, smartphone docks, and tablet holders all help you keep your belongings close at hand. While
pedaling, tablet holders can assist you visually follow particular fitness routines. Some models may
also have fan systems to keep you cool during strenuous workouts.
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Built-in speakers can also improve audio quality for a more enjoyable music listening experience.
Finally, some bikes use Bluetooth to track your training and sync the data to your smartphone.
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Exercise bikes can be a terrific addition to your routine whether you’re searching for a basic aerobic
activity or an intense workout. With these Pro Tips, you’ll be able to enjoy your new workout routine in
no time.
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